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11.1 INTRODUCTION fheat and temperatti 
notions o We all have common-sense of 'hotness'· of a bod!. A_ ke 

Temperature is a measure an a box containing i~e. 
With boiling water is hotter th f heat temperatu 

d fin the notion o · physics, we need to e e will learn what hi 
etc., more carefully. In ~s c~a!~~i ;~ various proceses 
is and how it is measure ' an d t another. Along the w, 
which h:dfl~:: ::;b~:C~~~so ~eat the iron ring befi 
you will th . of a wooden wheel of a bullock cart a fitting on e nm · · aft 
wh the wind at the beach often reverses direction er t 

Y d v: will also learn what happens when Wal sun goes own . .i ou d 
boils or freezes, and its temperature does not chan~e UJ1i 
these processes even though a great deal of heat IS floWi 

- into or out of it. I . 

r 11.2 TEMPERATURE AND HEAT 

We can begin studying thermal properties of matter 
definitions of temperature and heat. T~ perature is a relatl 
measure, or indication of hotness or coldness. A hot utei 
is said to have a high temperature-:-arld. ice cube to have, 
low temperature. An object that has a higher temperatll 
than another object is said to be hotter. Note that hot a, 
cold are relative terms, like tall and short. We can perceil 
temperature by toucb, However, this temperature sense 1 
somewhat unreliable and its range is too limited to be u 
for scientific purposes . 
. We know from experience that a glass of ice-cold water I 

on a table on a hot summer day eventually warms up whe 
a cup of hot tea o~ the same table cools down. It means ili' 
when the temperature of body, ice-cold water or hot 1.tea 
this case, and its surrounding medium are different. hf.I 
transfer takes place between the system and the surroun · 
medium, until the body and the surrounding medium are' 
the same temperature. We also know that in the case of~ 
tumbler of ice cold water, heat flows from the environment~ 
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• gtass tumbler, whereas in the case of hot 
the it nows from the cup of hot tea to the 
te~ent, So, we can say that h.,_eat ls the 
en f ener transferred between two 0=-, 
forlll 0 
more) ,y1temb1 or t s sftem and 

un 11g1 y v r ue o tempera ure 
~e. The SI unit b1 He-at energy 
transferred 1s expressed in joule (J) while SI unit 
of temperature ts kelvin (K), and ·c ts a 
commonlY used unit of temperature. When an 
object ts heated, many changes may take place. 
Its te111petature may rise, it may expand or 
change state. We will study the effect of heat on 
different bodies in later sections. 

l l.S ?tfEASUREMENT OF TEMPERATURE 

A measure of temperature ts obtained using a 
thermometer._ Many physical properties of 
mateHals change sufficiently with temperature 
to be used as ~he basis for constructing 
thermometers. The commonly used property is 
variation of the volume of a liquid with 
temperature. For example, a common 
thermometer (the liquid-in-glass type) with 
whicl~y~u are familiar~ ~ercury and alcohol are 
the liquids used in most liquid-in-glass 
thermometers. 

l.fiermometers . are calibrated so that a 
numertcai value · 'may be assigned to a given 
tempe e. For the definition of any standard 
scale, fixecf' reference polnfs are needed. 
-::s=in_c_e~'-s-u-s...--c-e_s_c~ an-..:::g~e-.dimeiisfcmswith 
temperature, an absolufe- reference for 
expansion is not availa61e:-ftowev'er:-the 
necessary fixed points may be correlated to 
physical phenomena that always occur at the 
same temperature. The ice point and the steam 
point of water are two convenient fixed points 
and are known as the freezing and boiling points. 
These two points are the temperatures at which 
pure water freezes and boils under standard 
pressure. The two familiar temperature scales 
are the' Fahrenheit temperature scale and the 
Celsius temperature scale. The ice and 
steam point have values 32 °F and 212 °F 
respectively, on the Fahrenheit scale and O °C 
and 100 °C on the Cels~cale. On the 
Fahrenheit scale, there are~ qual intervals 
between two ref er ce ..... ,.,. ..... 1-c, on the mis 
scale, there are 00. 
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Fig. 11 . l A plot of Fahrenheit temperature (tyl versus 
Celsius temperature (tel• 

A relationship for converting between the two 
scales may be obtained from a graph of 
Fahrenheit temperature {tF) versus celsius 
temperature {~) in a straight line (Fig. 11.1), 
whose equation is 

tF -32 tc 
180 -100 (11. l) 

11.4 IDEAL-GAS EQUATION AND ABSOLUTE 
TEMPERATURE 

~iquid-i~-glass thermometers show different 
readings for temperature~ ·other than the fixed 
poin~_b.ecause of differing expansion properties. · 
A thermometer that uses a gas, however, gives 
the ·sanie readings regardless of which gas is 
used. Experiments show that all gases at low 
densities exhibit same expansion behaviour. Toe 
variables that describe the behaviour of a given 
quantity (mass) of gas.are pressure, volume, and 
temperature {P, V, and T){where T = t + 273.15; 
·t fs the temperature in °C). When temperature 
is held constant, the pressure and vo ume of a 
·quantity of gas are related as PV = constant 
This relationship is known as Boy e's law, e 
Robert Boyle (1627-1691) the English Chemist 
who discovered it. When the pressure is held 
constant, the volume of a quantih of tlle gas is 
related to the temperature af V _r = constan1. 
This relationship is known as Charles' law. after 
the French scientist Jacques Charles (1747-
1823). Low density gases obey these laws, which 
may be combined into a single ·relationship. 
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Pressure 

-273.15"C 

-200 "C-100 ·c o ·c 100 ·c Temperature 

Fig. 11.2 Pressure versus temperature of a low 
density gas kept at constant volume. 

Notice that since PV = constant and V /T ; 
constant for a given quantity of gas, then PV . 
should also be a constant This relationship s 
known as ideal gas law. It can be written in a 
more general form that applies not just to a gtve~ 
quantity of a single gas but to any quantity 0 

any dilute gas and ts known as ideal-gas 
equation: 

\!fµRJ 
PV µRT (11.2) or = 1 

where. µ ts the number of males in the sam~ e 
of gas and R ts called universal gas conStant. 

R = 8.31 J mol·1 K·1 · 

In Eq. 11.2, we have learnt that the pressure 
and volume are directly proportional to 
temperature : 17 oc This relationship allows a 
gas to be use to measure temperature in . a 
constant volume gas thermometer. Holding the 
volume of a gas constant, it gives P ocT. ThuS, ' 
with a constant-volume gas -thermometer, 
temperature is read in terms of pressure; A plot 
of pressure versus temperature gives a straight 
line in this case, as shown in Fig. 11.2. 

However. rn_easurements on real gases deviate 
from the values predicted by the ideal gas law 
allow temperature. But the relationship ts linear 
over a large temperature range, and it looks as 
though the pressure might reach zero with 
decreasing temperature if the gas continued to 
be a gas. The absolute minimum temperature 
for an ideal .gas, therefore, inferred by 
extrapolating the straight line .to .the axis, as in 
Fig. 1L3. This temperature is found to be 
-273.15 °Candis designated as absolute zero. 
Absolute zero is the foundation of the Kelvm 
temperature scale or absolute scale temperature 

-273,15•C 
10 K) ure versus temperature 

3 A plot of press if Un.es for low denstty 
Fig, 

11 
· extral'°,atio~~e same absolute 

tndtcates 
temperature, 
· British scientist Lord 

named after ~e 273. 15 oc is taken as ~e 
On this scale,O K (Fig. 11.4). 
point, that is . 

Steam 
point 

Ice 
point 

373.15K • - -

273.15K • - -

- ] 

AZebsolu!e O.OOK 
ro 

0.00°c ---

-273.15°C -

Fig. 11 .4 Comparision of the Kelvin, .Cels' 
· Fahrenheit temperature scales. _ 

The size of the unit for Kelvin tempera 
the same celstns-degree;·s-o-t pera ure on 
scales are relatea 'by tr= tc~~E~.151 ,, 

11.5 THERMAL EXPANSION 

You may have observed that sometimes 
bottles with metallic lids are so tightly 
that one has to put the lid in hot: 
sometime to open the lid. This would 
metallic cover to expand, thereby loose inaY 
unscrew easily. In case ofliquids,\You etet 
observed that mercury in a thennom tlY 
when the thermometer is put in a 5Ugh 
water. If we take out the thermometer 
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1~ the case of gases a ball · 
8 

agatn ,,.. ' oon . 
ill a cool room may expand to Partially 

i,.ced In warm water. On the Oth full •lze 
•-"ated balloon when tnune er hand, JJll' rsed in -

'f/Ould start shrlnklng due to c cold 
if1Stde, _ ontractton 

ter the level of mercury fi 

• our common experience that 
ces eXPand on heatihg and c most ontract 

. ~e In the temperature of a on ca-~e In Its dimensions. The In body 

111 
e ensions of a body due to th In crease 

In its teJ11perature is called thermal expe crease 

t i 1 h 
ansion 

'!'be eitPan• on n engt Is called llnea. ;.,.-.OJI· 1be expansion In area 18 called are: 
_,.ia,IOII• The ~ansion in volume ts 
woJalDI _,.,won (Fig. 11.5). called . ' -

~-:·· : __ ~.,:--• - ·: 
I ' I 

! , I 
i V f ' l 
I I 
I • I 
I ' I 
I 1 • • : M•--~ •• I •• ____________ _. • •• ..c:.__6V 

l 
I (a) Linear cxp,~ion 

(b) Area· expansion ( c) Volume expansion 

Fig. J J .5 Thermal Expansion. 

i If the stlbstance ls·ln the fonn ofa·long.:Od, 
then for small change in tempe~ature, !lT, the 
~actlonal change in length, !l.l/ l, is directly 
proportional to !l. T. · 
--. , • , 8! =a, dT \ (11.4) 

' where (li is known as the coefficient of Unear 
ezp~on and is characteristic of the material 
of the rod. In Table 11.1 are gtven typical average 
values of the coefficient of linear expansion for 
some materials In the temperature range·iJ 'C 
to I00°C. From this Table, compare the value 
of for glass an ,.,. ........ ~T', We find that copper 
e __ ands about five times ore than tassf or 
tbe! ame rise in temperature. Normally, me s 
expand more and h ave retaflv,my high values 

of~-
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Table 1 1.1 v-1 -• 11e• e - of coefflcl -ZJ>analon fo · ent of llnear 
r •ome materials 

Materials a (10 -~ K- 1) 
I 

Similarly, we consider the fractional change 

in volume av . I ' -V ' of a substance for temperature 
change aTand define the coefBctent of.volume 
ezp8D8lon, a as 

' V l a v = (~)fr] , - . (11.~ 

~ ere ,5, ts also a characteristic of the 
~u stance hut ts not strictly a constaffi It 
. "l?l"'ds ln geneiiil on temperature (Fig if .si. It 
, is, seen that g; becomes constant only at a h1gb 
_ temperature. 

4 

i 
.,:--6 · 
-~ .,, 
b -"-' 
> 

3 

250 500 
T (K)_. 

Fig. 11 .6 Coe.ffi.ctent of volume expansion of copper 
as a_funCtton of temperature, 

Table 11.2 gtves the values of co-efficient of 
volume expansion of some common substances 
in the temperature r~ge O -100 °C: You can 
see that thermal expansion of these substances 
(solids and Uqutds) Is rather small, with 



VS :::::~~~~:::-------------------:-::::: " matertals like= --- the tOP nrst, ' Jrij glass 7and In ds freeze at tbe sur,a~ 
n-ntcxel ~vfilg p(mc tm:::J spectal lakes and pon d 4 oc, water ne~tnes den5et 

0~ m thlsi'able fin u value1 lake cools to~e atmosphere, be water n~ 
1'cirai~ohol (et 1 is we . d that th_e vafue:or loses energythto warmer, Jess dethnse colderwat ... 

expands more than more than mercury and and sinks: e }-lowever, once e 4 oc 
In temperature. mercury for same - se the bottom r1ses, temperature bel~e sun' It 

on top reaches and rernatns at a~ 
becomes Jess dense water did not have th1~ 
where it freezes, If ds would freeze from tht 
property, Jakes and P::id destroy much of their 
bottom up, whic~ w 

Table 11.2 :alues. _of coefficient of volume 
xpans1on for some substances 

Materials 

7 X 10-5 

6 X lQ-& . 
3.55 X 10-5 
58.8 >< , 10,.' r 
2.5 x.: 10:5 ·,: i 

1 X .i'@,('· _., "• . -~~))~fi~~\0;t 
2.4,~ l~~;ii 
2 x lo-6 

'. . . '~-~.-~ ~.}JJ,:5 -'·. ' 
, · ·, t•"'t:20~.7 •x:,d: . .:-,_,.,(,:: )/. . .~ •1,? ) . 'f....,:_,,,· · IlO.>< '1.loti .i•i: 
t/~;!~): , , '-.1.J ,:, ; . ,i"fl/~,.;~::, 
t' ., <if • ' .,.l,~.iC(,;,;"\iJ,~ 
•;.;.t·,t1·•~ .:-- t .. ..,_\~., ~1l~' 

Water exhibits an anomalous behavour; it 
contracts on heating between O 0c and 4 °c. 
Toe volume of a giveb amounf of water decreases 
as it is cooled from room temperature, until its 
temperature reaches 4 °c, [Fig. 11. 7(a)]. Below 
4 °C, the volume increases, and therefore-the 
density decreases [Fig. 11. 7(b)]. 

This means that water has a maximum 
density at 4 °C. This property has an unportant 
environmental effect: Bodies of water, such as 

i 
"I V 
0 

1.04343 ------------
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§ 

lo,., 
0 

] 1.00013 
1.00000 

Temperature (°C) 
(a) 

animal ·and plant Uf\emperature expand !!tOti 
Gases at ordtnarri utdS, rfor U uids;)i 

than solids and q xpanston ts rela 
coefficient of volu~ e ; perature, 

ent of u:ie : 00 fem erattire. For 81 
gases it is de e~fl:ent of volume expanslon1 
ideal gas, the coe be found from the Ide; 
constant pressure can . 
gas equation : ' 

PV= µRT C , ,~ 
At constant pressure 
P~V= µR~T 
~V ~T -=-v T 

1.f av = ½l for ideal gas (11. 

At 0 °C, q, = 3.7 X 10-3 K-1
, which is inu 

larger than that for solids and liqut~ 
Equation (11.6) shows. the temperatu 
dependence o(_g,;_.J!.. with increasl 
temperature. For a gas at room temperature 1: 
~ ~essure q,is about_3300 x 10-S.~·1, 
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Fig. 11. 7 Thermal expansion of water. 
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- · orderls) of magnitude larger than ihe 
rnuch :t of volume expansion o,f typical liqutds. 
coefllcl 15 a simple relation between the 

The~ent of volume expansion (QJ and 
coefflC t of unear expansion ("). Imaglne a 
coefllclji~• L that expands equally in all 
cube O 

5 
when its temperature increases by 

dtreetlOil • 
A,,.. we have 
1.1l• lAT 

Al= Ai= (l+A03 - ZS ; 3P Ill, (11. 7) 
· so, uatton ( 11. 7), terms .in (Al)3

. and (Al)3 have 
;g!~ted s~~e .. ~l i~. small compared to L 

So 
3VAl V AT AV=f=3 a1 u (11.8) 

whlchgl\'C5 

~=-3~ - (11.9) 
What happens by preventing the thermal 

expans1on of a rod by its en~s ·rigidly?. 
Clearly, the rod acquires a compressive strain 
due to the external forces provided by the ·rigid 
support at the ends. The corresponding stress 
setup in the rod is called thermal stress. For 
example. consider a steel rail of length 5 m and 
area of cross section 40 cm2 that is prevented 
from expanding while the temper~ture rises by 
10 °C.1be coefficient of linear expansion of steel 
ts~= 1.2 x 10-5 K-1• Thus, the compressive 

L ~ , , 

straiii.fs z=~steellll.T= 1.2 x 10-Sx 10=1.2 X•l0-4 . . 

Youn,imodulus of steel is Y1steell = 2 x _ l 011
, N m-2• 

Therefore, the thermal stress developed is· 

~Y_.( ~l )= 2.4 x 107 N m-2
, which 

corresponds to an external force of 

. . (i\l) llF=AYeteel -l. = 2.4 X 107 X .40 X l?-4 105N. 

If two such steel rails, fixed at their outer ends, 
are in contact at their inner ends, a force of this 
magnitude can easily bend the rails. 

• . -.."rt,,,- ' ""- r;i, _., ~"\. 

· -- ple 11 .. l Show that the coefficient 
of ~rea expansion s,"' '(~A / A)/ ~T. of a 
r:ectcUlgulfil" sheet of the solid is twice its 
hne;;u:;expansivity, q. 

Answer 
AA

3 
(Aa) (Ab) 

a 

Fig. 11 .8 

Consider a rectangular sheet of the solidi 
material of length a and breadth b (Fig. 11.8 ) . 
When th~ temperature increases by fl T, a 
increases by Ila= "aAT and b increases by !lb 
= q~ ll.T. From Fig. 11.8, the increase in area 

M = Ml+~ .+Ms 
M = a !lb + ,b Ila + (Ila) (ab) 

= a qb ll.T + b q <:t ll.T + (~2 ab. (ll1)2 

= q ab ll.T(2.+ q_ll'n = q A ll.T(2 + ll'n 
.. Since q 1 o-~Jt"!,. . from. Ta,ble . \ 1,. J, t}le 
product c; ll.Tfor ~tlon~ ~emp,rature,is,small 
in .comparision with 2 ~c;l-may be neglected. . 
Hence, ... J_ ..... 

- -=2a (·M)·l 
A ll.T I 

ample 11.2 A blacksmit]:i (ix.es iron ring. 
on the rim of the\vooden wheel of a bullock 
cart. The diameter of the rim and the iron 
ring are 5.243 m and 5.231 m respectively 
at 27 °C. To what temperature should the 
ring be heated so as to fit the rim of the 
wheel? 

Given, 

So, 

T - 27 °C l -

Li,1 = 5.231 .m 
~=5.243m 

=Li-1 ll+Oi l'f2-T1)] 
5.243 m = 5.231 m [1 + l.20xl0-5 K-1 (T2-27 °C)] 

~ =218°c] I • 
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11,8 SPECIFIC HEAT d or rejected 10 ofle ut1lt, Tliij 
Takcsomewat CAPACITY heat absorberunltJTlassofttbY•fleclflc he,t 

er 1n a vcss 1 ture o t as the r 
on a burner Soo e and start heating It tempera eferred o 
begin to m~ n You will notice that bubble• quaJ1IIIY •~ ~e subslJIJlCO, t of bellt absorb~ 
raised the matt~~- Aa the temperature •• aapacltf ;nd• for u,e arn~~:f mas• m when 
tOl It becom O water Particles· increase• If /J.Q • a sub•IJIJl afll!• /J.T, then 
What are J." ;,uroulent as water starts bolling. or rejected m:e111Po"'ttlf;hc~ substaflce ls !ll"'ii 
heat e actors on which the quantity of undergoes a pacltY• of a ) 
sub trequired to raise the temperature of a speclflc heat ca 
quC:u:t::i C:.:t«::::? In . order to answer this by _ - - - (l l.-1 lf 
of wat e t step, heat a given quantity I' -~==_!_~ 
and er to.raise Its temperature by, say 20 •c A s - m m /J. T cltf ts the property~ 
amo:te the time taken. Again take the same n,e ,peclll• beat ••i:rrn!JleS the change \ . 
40 "C : of water and raise tis temperature by the substance which de substaflce (underg°' . 

stng the same source of heat. Note the the temperature of tbe ven quantity of h~ !!"'' taken by using a stopwatch. You will find no phaSe change) when a e 1t. It ts defined -
d ~~about twice the time and therefore, ls absorbed (or rejected) J1 IJ13SS absorbed ~ 
th°: t e e quantlty of heat required raising twice the amount of beat pers~ance to chan!i~. t~ 

cmperature of same amount of water. rejected by the sub it It depends on 
In the second step, now suppose you take temperature by one un . · d its tempera 

double the amount of water and heat it, using nature• ofihe substance an aci is J kg"l 
the same heating arrangement, to raise the The SI unit of specific heat cap /: specified 
temperature by 20 °C, you will find the ttme If the amount of subS

t
ance in kg, 

taken is again twice that required in the first terms of moles µ. 1nstead of mass m 1 of' 
step. can define heat capacity per mo e . 

In the third step, in place of water, now heat substance by 
the same quantity of some oil, say mustard oil, S 1 ll.Q 
and raise the temperature again by 20 °C. Now C=-=- T (~1. 
note the time by the same stopwatch. You will . µ µ ll. · 
find the time taken wtJi be shorter and therefore, where C Is known as molar specific b 
the quantity of heat required would be Jess than capacity of the substance. Like S, C 
that required by the same amount of water for depends on the n~ture of the substance 
the same rise in temperature. · temperature. The SI unit of molar specific 

Toe above obsetvations show that the quantity capacity is J mol-
1 

K-
1

• · 

of heat required to warm a given substance However, in connection with specific 
depends on its mass, m, the change in capacity of gases, additional conditions ma 
temperature, ll.T and the nature of substance. needed to define C. In this case, heat 
The change in temperature of a substance, when · can be achieved by keeping either press 
a given quantity of heat is absorbed or rejected volume constant. If the gas is held ·un 
by it, is characterised by a quantity called the constant pressure during the heat transfer, 
_ beat capacity of that substance. We define heat it is called the molar specific beat capacl 
capacity, Sofa substance as constant pressure and is denoted by CP. 

r S= ll.Q ] the other hand, if the volume of the g 
/J.T _ I l J. IO) maintained durtng the heat transfer, then 

where /J.Q Is the amount of heat supplied to corresponding molar specific heat capacl 
the substance to change its temperature from T called molar specific heat capacity at co . 
to T+ ll.T. - volume and is denoted by Cv. For details 

You have obsetved that if equal amount of Chapter 12. Table 11.3 lists measured 
5 

heat ts added to equal masses of different heat capacity of some substances at aOJIOSPb 
substances. the resulting temperature changes pressure and ordinary temperature whJie T 
will not be the s~me. It Implies that every 11.4 lists molar specific heat capacities of ~1• 
substance has a umque value for the amount-of gases. From Table 11.3 you can note that wa 
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pressure me •ubatancea 

1cc S 1 ti r, l ,11 

.. \ ,x~ 

at room tem perature and atmospheric 

·has the h!ghest specific heat capacity compared 
to oth~ _substan:s. ~or this reason water is equal to the heat gained by the colder body 

Used.as a coolant au omobile radiators as well ~ovtded no heat ts all d t . ' h t t b owe o escape to the 
as a beater in ° wa er ags! _9wing to its -=-:8~u~r!;ro::,.:u:!,!n~d!!i~nB,g~s · A device in which heat 

.~~J.;~;;-thf:-i;th~e~wa~t:er:Twann~~!S.lJUWJ~§li ::~urement can be made ts called a 
land during su er and --.t meter· It consists a metallic vessel and 

CO 
wind from the sea bas a caaltn s irrer of the s _________ e1 .'.'T ame material like copper or 

Now, you can tell why in desert ar • 'J ammtuni Th -- ----urf: eas, .,-::::;:; - um. e vessel ls kept inside a wooden 
me earth s ace warms up quickly durtng the JaCK.et which contains heat insulating matertals 
day and cools quickly at night. like ,glass wool etc. The outer jacket acts as· a 

Table U.4 Molar specific heat capacities of heat shield and reduces the heat loss from the + 
some gases inner vessel. There is an opening in the outer 

-- - ---·· .. jacket through which a mercury thermometer 
C (J 'mciffi{-1) • • can be inserted into the calorimeter. The p . 

· :_ . \ · :·;-. ·.:'~?< ·<-' :.'· following example provtdes a method by which 
the specific heat capacity of a given solid can be 
detenntnated by using the principle, heat gained 
is equal to the heat lost. 

11.7 CALORIMETRY 

, ·- _p_le 11.~ A, SJ?llere of alurqinium of 
.. ,/ 04 7 kg pla~ed for sufficient tirr}.e iI;t a 
. v~~~elcontaining boiling water, so that the 

. sp~ere is 'at -~00 °C. It is then im~ediately . 
~ansfered to 9.14 kg copp~r calorimeter 
containin·g 0.25 kg of water at 20 ·c. The 1 

A system is said to be isolat~dJ (n.o excb9Jlg_~or teniperature of water tjses and attains a 
tr.apsfer of heat occurs bew,~gJ h t:.§.Ystem and steatiy state.at 23 ·c: Calcuiate the specific 
its surroundings. When different p~ · ·heat capacity of aluminium. · 
isofated system are at different temperature, a ..,__.,;.. ___________ ....:... ______ _...1 

quantity of heat transfers from the part at higher 
temperature to the part at lower temperature. 
Th,tE.eat lost by the part at higher temperature 
is~qual to the beat gained 6y Tiieparfat lower 
tru;pperature. · -· -

Calorimetry means measurement of heat. 
When a body at higher temperature is brought 
in contact with another body at lower 
temperature, the heat lost by the hot body is 

Answer In solving this example we shall use 
the fact that at a steady state, heat given by an 
aluminium sphere will be equal to the heat 
absorbed by the water and calorimeter. 
· Mass of aluminium sphere ("1i) 0.04 7 kg 

Initial temp. of aluminium1sphere = 100 °C 
Final temn. = 23 °C , 

& 

Change in temp (i:\T)=(l00 °C-23 °C) = 77 °C 
Let specific heat capacity of aluminium be sAI. 



The amount of heat lost by the aluminium 
sphere= m1sA1AT ::: 0 .047kg xsA, >< 77 °C 

Mass of water (~) :a 0.25 kg 
Mass of calorimeter (111:,) = 0. 14 kg 
Initial temp. of water and calorimeter = 20 °C 
Flnal temp. of the mixture = 23 °c 
Change In temp. (AT2) = 23 °C - 20 °C = 3 °C 
Speclflc heat capacity of water (s) 

= 4.18 >< 103 J kg- 1 K- 1 

SpecUlc heat capacity of copper calorimeter 
= 0.386 >< 103 J kg-• K-• 

The amount of heat gained by water and 
calorimeter= m s AT + m s AT 

--~ w 2 --~ cu 2 

= (~s. + ~scu) (AT
2
) 

= 0.25 kg x4.18 x 103 J kg-1 K-1 + 0.14 kg x 
0.386 )( 103 J kg-1 K-1) (23 °C - 20 °C) 

In the ..steady state heat lost by the alumini1'm 
sphere = heat gained by water + heat gained t:iy 
calorimeter. 

So, 0.047 kg)( SAi )( 77 °C 
= (0.25 kg~ 4.18 x 103 J kg-1 K-1+ 0.14 kg x 
0.386 )( 103 J kg-1 K-1)(3 °C) 
SAi = 0.911 kJ kg -1 K-1 

11.8 CHANGE OF STATE 

Matter normally exists in three states: solid, 
liquid, and gas. A transition from one of these 
states to another ls called a change of state. Two 
common changes of states are solid to liquid 
and liquid to gas (and vice versa). These changes 
can occur when the exchange of heat takes place 
between the substance and its surroundings. 
To study the change of state on heating or 
cooling, let us perform the followtng activity. 

Take some cubes of ice in a beaker. Note the 
temperature of ice (0 °C). Start heating it slowly 
on a constant heat source. Note the temperature 
after every minute. Continuously stir the 
mixture of water and ice. Draw a graph between 
temperature and time (Fig. 11.9). You Will 
observ.e no change in the temperature so long 
as there is ice in the beaker. In the above process, 
the temperature of the system does not change 
even though heat is being continuously supplied. 
The heat supplied is being utilised in changing 
the state froin solid (ice) to liquid (water) . 

100 

p 
..... 

l i ,II 

~
! l 1· ! 

Jo __ t..L-~Tim:;;;e ln(m!niini") ___ _ ~;: 
Fig. 11,_9 

. I 
rature versus time sho~'"· ·; Aplotoftempetn the state of ice on heQtJ:~ the changes ~19 

(not to scale). 

The change of state from solid to Ii~~ I 
· called mel - ~ 1 - o - to solid ls ca1~ r 
fus on It is observed that the temperature 
rerti'airis constant until the entire amount of the 
solid substance melts. That is, both the I01i4 
and liquid states of the substance coeztat ii r . 

thermal equilibrium during the change Of 
states from solid to liquid. Th!; temperature •· 
at which the solid and the liquid states of the ,. 
SllQ_~tance in thermal eguilibrium~ch 
other is called its melting l;?O~ s 
ch~ actertstic of the substance. It also d~ds , 
on pressure. The melting point of a substance Jl 
atsfa.ndara atomspheric pressure is called its I 
noniial melting point.Le{ us- ao the followmg J 
activi'ty to understand the process of melting 
of ice. 

Take a slab of ice. Take a metallic wire and , 
fix two blocks, say 5 kg each, at its ends. Put J 
the wire over the slah as shown in Fig. 11.10. 
You Will observe that the Wire passes through . 
the ice slab. This happens due to the fact tha! 
W81 helaw tbe» r1:ce.....m m e11.C,at J!!!'i 
te.!!!,perature due to increase in pressure. Wh, 
the wire has passed, water above t:ne wire 
agatn. Thus the wjre_passes througli"'1:lte s1aQ 
clE,d the slab does not spljt.-This..J_:lhenomensi 
of refreezing is callect""i'gelatio"!) 
possl6ie' on snow due to tfi'e'formation of water 
~ ow the skate'; Water is formed due tolne 
1ncrease of• pres s ure a nd it acts as a 
luhrtcimt. =:, - --
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Tlli-:ltMJ\ · t , .. - 100 °C when It again becomes steady, The heat 

supplied is now being utilised to change water 
from liquid state to vapour or gaseous state. 

Fig. l LI O 
After the whole of ice gets converted into water 

and as we conttnu~e further heating, we shall 
-see that temperature begins to rise. The 
temperature keeps on rising till it reaches nearly 

The change of state ·rrom liquid to vapour (or 
gas) ii called ftport,&tlOII, It ta observed that 
the temperature remains constant until the 
entire amount of the liquid ia converted tnto 
vapour. That is, both the liquid and vapout states 
of the substance coexist tn thenmp egattttnl,,J-illl, 
d,w-tng the change of state from liquid to vapour. 
The temperature at which the liquid afffl the 
vapour states of the substance coexist ts called 
its boUlq point. Let us do the followtng·acttv1ty 
to understand the process of boiling of water. 

Take a round-bottom flask, more than half 
filled with water. Keep it over a burner and fix a 

Triple Point 

· TlH~ t;truperature of a su bstan ce remains canst.ant durin!L its c.banu l[ st~1.tt f· : . , . ._ -r ill <j. 
r . e cen the temperature T and t . r ·t• r . Dor~ ~1;' . 11) t~ i r ,11 '( 

.!. 

diatrmn or JJ - J' rli ·1~1.1 i~~1~ c following figure shows the phase d;ac: , ,,r;• 'I "' ' :· 
Suen a phase diagra m cliviacs t.he P - 7 plane into a solid -rcrzto·~. t1 1 v; ·,)11 ··. "' · . · : ; 11~ 1: 

liquid-r~ ion. The r egion s are separated by the curvef such a;s su1)l ;r ·,'J;r• , •. · ' -:-, ~ ·, 
curve (AO) and vapotisation curve (CO} . The points 0'1 r, .. , .. - .. · · :: · ; . Pl '' J ' .~1~,1cc; 
in which solid and vapour phases coexist. The point on the SL'1>1ima ' ir n • ; · , . ,·~r--i ·· nl · 
states hi wl11eh the Sul1'd ~lid \1TI'f56ur'pnases co-exist. Points on the ··u..., (I 1, lll'• , i·. u '( -·•'[It 
states in which solid and liquid phase coexist. Points on U1e vapoi :·is,, LinL1 • ·11, 1 ,. , 1, i ,le~e11t 
states in which the liquid a.nd vapow· phases coexist. The lemprr:'lw• 'i , ,. · ·,.. 11,. ,,1 ,.. 'it h 
the fusion curve, the ,;aporisation curve and 1 he ru11ii,"; 1~tHrnl"";,~;\';".~ ".' , I . l . II , . · t'P. . ~ ...._ ..._ _ ____...-...-.. - rec: l - ... l irt(, 

p~~ses ~I a sul2st~~~~n~ ~~o t~ · _ . t=-K --·~n-- , , .1 1· , t11 
• 

lnple pornl of wale1 1S rcprescmeu Dy tfietcmpcrdfIT·' -~=-----) " I_ ·.-S'-11 J 
p 

(atm) 

t 
I 110 ... ..... ........... r ····--·····: 
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I ,' : 
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·1 

218 
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I 
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0.006 Vapour: 

I 

C ' 5.11 ......... ... , 
, 'l Vapour 

1.0 ······( : 

• 

-220 0.01 374 T (°C) -78.5 -56.6 20 31.1 T ("C) 
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Pressure-lempcrolrLrc p iW!->C rlin~H(11•1~-.', r ,1 , , ,, ' I 



P1:-tys1~ ~;:_------------------:-:::~::;:;;;;;;:~ f ed u side down on 
cork, Kee the cold water on the flask. Dtli~ 

2 

thermometer and steam outlet t.hrO.ugh the cork 
of the flask (Fig. 11.11). As water · ets heat n 
the flask. note first that e air, whJch w al~ 
disso tn the water. wtlJ come out as sm a£ 
b\!._fililes. Later, bubbles of steam will lorrn !-
the bottom but as the rtse to the cooler water 
near e o e con ense an sa 

...... ~Y• as the temperature o the entire mass 
of the water reaches 100 °c, bubbles of steam 
reach the surrace and bolltng ts said to occur. 
1be11team an the flask may not be visible but as 
ft comes out of the flask, it condenses as tiny 
droplets of water. gMng a foggy appearance. 

Fig. 11 .11 Bolling process. 

If now the steam outlet is closed for a few 
seconds to increase the pressure. in the flaslc, 
you will notice tliat h§mui stgps, More neat 
would be required to raise the temperatµre 
(depending on the increase in pressure) before 
boilfng begins agatn. Thus bolling point increas~s 
with increase in pressure. 

-- Lei us now remove the burner. Allow water to 
.. 00J to about 80 °C. Rem~ve the thermometer 
~d steam outlet. Close the flask with the airtight 

d our tee- . stan · h flask condense reduc~ 
urs tn t e va o the water e l\e 

pressure on to boil a ain. now at a lc,w · 
. Water be tns us oi g po n ecreases 

teinperatu_..!e, 
decrease In pressure,:,. . , 

lain& why cooking ts difficult on htUe 
'Ibis exp tudes, atmospheric pressure is I~ 

At hi~~~e boiling point o_f water as compar~ 
reduc g sea level. On the other hand, bo~ . 
to that at sed tnstde a pressure coola!t-,:,;: 

tnt ts tncrea "Y E0 the Eressure. Renee cookfflg IS~ 
tncreasjpS tnt of a substance at stanctar" 
The botl1ng po " 

1 pressure ts called its no~ atmospg~r c . 
bolling point. . " 

11 · · all substances do not pass throllgh However, Th 
th tates. solid-liquid-gas. ere are 

the ree s · ::..-~ .... ··u· bstances which normally pass ftoni ce1 u:u.u. , . dir tl d , th licfto the vapour state ec y an Vi~ 
e so Th.·.· change from solid state to vaP<>llr versa. e · 

state without passing through the liquid state 
is called subUmadon, and the substance is said 
to subliJ;ne. D:ry ice (solid CO2) sublimes, so also 
iodine. ourtng the sublimation process both the 
solid and vapour states of a substance coexist 
in thermal equilibrium. 

11.8.1 Latent Heat 
In Section 11.8, we have learnt that certain 
amount o(heat energy is transferred between a 
substance and its surroundings when. it 1 

undergoes a change of state. The amount of heat 
per unit mass transferred dunngc liarige of smte 
otlfie' substance is ·-ca lled-fiifent ··near of the 
substance for the-E~~~; .~;~~ l:mlple, if heat 
rs=aoaedToa given quantity ofice at-10 °c, the 
temperature of ice increases until it reaches its 
melting point (0 °C). At this temperature, the 

- addition of more heat does not increase the 
temperature but causes the ice to melt, or 
changes its state. Once the entire ice melts, 
adding more heat will cause the temperature of 
the water to rise. A similar situation ~ 
occurs during liquid gas change of state ·at the 
boiling point. Adding more heat to boiling.water . 
causes vaporisation, without increase tn 
temperature. 
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285 - Te01peratuJ"es of the change of state and latent heat• for various 1ub1tance1 at 
1 atm pressUJ"e 

-114 
1063 
328 
-39 

-210 
· -219 

0 

Toe heat required during a change of state 
depends upon the heat of transformation and 
the mass of the substance undergoing a change 
of state. Thus, if mass m of a substance 
undergoes a change from one state to the other, 
then the quantity of heat required is given by 

Q=mL 
or L=Q/m (11.13) 

where L is known as latent heat and is a 
characteristic of the subs,1auce. Its SI unit is 
J kg-1• pie value of L aJ§o depends on tpe 
pressure. Its value is usually quoted at stand~ d 
atmospheric :eressure. -pi<;J,atent heat for a solid-
liquid sta!e change is- called the latent heat of 
fusion (4), and that for a liquid-gas state change 
is called the latent heat of vaporisation (LJ. 
These are often referred to as the heat of fusion 
and the ·heat of vaporisation. A plot of 
temperature versus heat energy for a quantity 
of water i~ shown in Fig. 11. f 2. The latent heats 
of some substances, their freezing and boiling 
~ints,_are given in Table 11.5. 

22.6 X 10' J/kg 
(540kcal/kg) 

&iUng 
Point 

-100 --------------7!=~:=" 
3.33x Io"J/kg 

(80kcal/kg) 

] 
0. e . 

Heat (energy) 

Fig. 11 .12 Temperature versus heat for water at 
1 atm pressure (rwt to scale). 

Note that when heat ts added (or removed) 
during a change of state, the temperature 
remains constant. Note in Fig. 11. 12 that the 
slopes of the phase lines are not aif the same, 
wnlch Indicates that specific heats of the various 
states are not equal. For water, the latent heat of 
fusion and vaporisation are 4 = 3.33 x 105 J kg"1 

and Lv = 22.6 x 10~ J kg"1 respectively. That is 
3.33 x 105 J of heat are needed to melt 1 kg of 
ice at 0 °C, and 22.6 x 105 J of heat are needed 
to convert 1 kg of water to steam at 100 °C. So, 
steam at 100 °C carries 22;6 x 105 J kg"1 more 
heat than water at 100 °C. ·This is why burns 
from steam w.,11s,u.c!YY. t;!l~r~€(a~s than °!ose 
from b oilin w er. · · 

pie 11.4 When 0. fifkg of ice of 0 °C 
ixed with 0.30 kg of w~te;!~ at 50 °C in a 

container, the resulting..-;fomperature is 
6. 7 °c. Calculate the heaf of fusion of ice. 
(s = 4186.J k.g-1 K-1) · :::.'.·. · 

water · · • · · ·:"'~: ·: 

Answer 
Heat lost by water= msw (8r8,)w 
= (0.30 kg) (4186 J kg-1 K-1) (50.0 °C - 6. 7 °C) 
= 54376.14J . 
Heat required to melt ice = ~4 = (0.15 kg) 4 
Heat required to raise temperature of ice 

water to final temperature= TT\Sw (8,-81)1 

= (0.15 kg) (4186 f kg-1 K ~1) (6.7 °C :.,_ 0°C) 
= 4206.93J 
Heat lost = heat gained 
54376.14 J = (0.15 kg) 4 + 420!5.93 J 
Lr= 3.34xl05 J kg-'. 



PHYS1e,: 1/J .....,,,.----~-...."' // 
-~- What are the diff~t 

.-.....-~- difference, transfer takes p~ I 
rature thiS energy des of heat transfer 

tentf t,ywbi~!e cU~ and radiatta~ 1 waY are thl'~-vecUon •1 

,1 ,I 

We have 
Mass of the tee, m = 3 kg 
peclflc heat capacity of tee, s1ee 

s = 2100 J kg"' K-1 

, ., . 11 l< 
I \ ( '' 

1 X I( J ' 

!lli )( J()' 

peclflc heat capacity of water, s .. 1er 

s = 4186 J kg"' K-1 
latent heat o( fusion of tee, 1\11:e 

: 3.35 X 105J kg-
latent heat of steam, Lateam 

1 = 2.256 X 106 J kg" . 

Now, Q = heat required to convert 3 kg of 

So, 

11.9 · 

QI 

Q. 

= 

= 

= 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

1 t -12octo.steamatl00oc, 
cea · · 1 at heatrequtredtoconvert ce 

-12 °C to tee at 0 °C. 
1 m s11:e AT,= (3 kg) (2100 J ~. 

K-1) [0-(-12)]°C = 75600 J _ 
heat required to melt tee at 
o 0 c to water at 0 °C 
m41ce = (3 kg) (3.35 X 105J kg"') 
1005000J ' 

heat required to convert water 
at o °C to water at 100 °C. ·--
ms AT. = (3kg) (4186J kg-1 K-1) w 2 
(100 °C) 
1255800J 
heat required to convert water 
at 100 °C to steam at 100 °C. 

= m Lateam = (3 kg) (2.256xl06 J 
kg-1) 

= 6768000J 
Q = Q,+Q2+Q3+Q. 

= 75600J + 1005000 J 
+ 1255800 J + 6768000 J 

= 9.lxl06J 

We have seen that heat ts energy transfer from 
one system to another or from one Part of a 
system to another part, arising due to 

11te~uct1on, co 
con 13) (Fig, 11, . 

55~~ 
ftJt 

vectton, , ) , $ con . ,,.~ ~· 
~n Ra . 

r 

Fig. 11.1 3 
nductfDn. convection anci HeattnB by co 

radtatk.>.TJ.. 

9 1 Conduction 
11. · ftransferofheat - th mechanism o . 
Conduction is · e ent parts of a body beca~ 
between two ad~ difference. Suppose one end. 
oftheirtemperad_ i put in a flame, the otherCD!i of a metallic ro s t i 

. od will soon be so hot that you canno of the r t transter 
hold it by your bare hands. Here hea . ' 

I b;v conduction fra,n the hot end _c1 1 takes p ace J - , 

the rod through its-different parts to the other . 
end .. Gases are poor thermal conductors while 
liquids nave conductlvitles ffitertfiedtate-betmai 
sonas and gases. . . - . - . ·- . I 

Heat conduction may be descril>.e~ 
quantitatively as the time rate of heat flow in a 
material for a given temperature differen~. 
Consider a metallic bar of length Land uniform . 
cross section A With its two ends maintained at 
different temperatures. This can be done, for : 
example, by putting the ends in thermal contact ' 
With large reservoirs at temperatures, say, Tc and ~ 
To respectively (Fig. 1 l. 14). Let us assume the 
ideal condition that the sides of the bar are fully · 
insulated so that no heat is exchanged between 
the sides and the surroundings. 

After somettme, a steady state is reached; the 
ureo ar th 

c~lfrorn Tc to To: (Tc>T . oir at :r.:r.i:.. ~:ea. al ,...constant rate, which 
the ~!3-- ough the bar and is gtven out at -uue rate to th · d 

e reservoir at O. It is foun 
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4 steady state heat.flow by conductton tn 
Ffg. ll,l a baT wtth its two ends matntatned at 

temperatures Tc and TD; rrc > T J. 

entallY that in this steady state, the rate 
expertm f heat (or heat current) His proportional 
of flow to rnperature difference (Tc - T) and the to the e A d o 

f cross section an is inversely area o gth L rttonal to the len : propo . 
Tc -To 

H= KA L (11.14) 

e cons . o p oportionality K is called the 
thennal conductivity of the mat~ ~l. The 

greater the value of K for a material, the more 
rapidly will it conduct heat. The SI unit of K is 
J 5-1 m-1 K-1 or W m- 1 K-1• The thermal 
conductivities of various substances are listed 
in Table 11.5. These values vary slightly With 
.~mperaturc , out can 6e cohsfaeFea to be 
~donstant over a normal temperature r?.e. 
,,.;= Compare the rela t ively large 6 fermal 
conductivities of the good thermal conductors, 
the metals, with the relatively small thermal 
conductivities of some good thermal insulators, 
such as wood and glass wool. You may have 
noticed that some cooking pots have copper 
coating on the bottom. Being a good conductor 
of heat, copper promotes the distribution of heat 
over the bottom of a pot for uniform cooking. 
~ stlc foams, on the ~th~ ?a!!,d , are goo~d... 

siilators, mainly because they contam., 11~~ts 
o!_ air. Recall at gases are poor conductors, 
and note the low thermal conductivity of air in 
the Table 11.5. Heat retention and transfer are 
important in many other applications. Houses 
made of concrete roofs get very hot during 
summer days, because thermal conductivity of 
concrete (though much smaller than that of a 
metal) is still not small enough. Therefore, people 
usually prefer to give a layer of earth or foam 

. insulation on the ceiling so that heat transfer is 
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Prohtbttcd d k 
sttuatton an ceps the room cooler. In some 
reactor ~· heat transfer ts crtttcal. In a nuclear 
syste~ or example, elaborate heat transfer 
enormo~ need to be Installed so that the 
tn the 8 energy produced by nuclear fission 
preven~~rge :anstts out sufficiently fast, thus 

e core from overheating. 
Table 11,6 Th 

ennat conducttvltlea of some 
materials 

ple 11.6 What is the temperature of 
E; steel-copperJ~nction in the steady 

state of the ~ystem shown iri Fig. 11.15. 
Length of the steel rod= 15.0 cm, length 
of the copper rod= 10.0 cm, temperature 
of the furnace = 300 °c, temperature ·or 
the other end = 0 °C. The· area of cross 
section of .the steel rod js ™?t~ tba! aUtie 
copper rod. (Thermal conduct.Mty of steel 
= 5,0.PJ s--: 1 m-11{-1: apd .Qf ·g.opper 
= 385 J s-1m-1K-1),. . 
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Fig. ll.15 

Answer The Insulating material around the 
rods'reduces heat loss from the sides of the rods, 
Therefore, heat flows only along the length of 
the rods. Consider any cross section of the rod. 
In the steady state, heat flowing tnto the element 
must equal the heat flowing out of It; otherwise 
there would be a net gatn or loss of heat by the 
element and Its temperature w~uld .n~t be 
steady. Thus 1n the steady state, rate of heat 

- flowing across a cross section of the rod is the 
same at every point along the length of the 
combined steel-copper rod. Let T be the 
temperature of the steel-copper junction In the 
steady state. Then, 

K1 A1 300 T Ai T- 0 
Li L2 

where I and 2 refer to the steel and copper rod 
respectively. For A1 = 2 ~. L1 = 15.0 cm, 
L.z = 10.0 cm, K. = 50.2 J s-1 m-1 K-1, Kz = 385 J 
s-1 m-1 K-1, we have 

50.2x2 (300-T) 385T ------"------=--
15 10 

gives T = 44.4 °C 

ample 11. 7 An iron bar (Ll = 0, 1 m:-Al . 
= 0.02 m2 , K = 79 W ·m-1 K-1) ·and a: 

1 \ "' .>, 

brass bar (L2 = 0.1 m, A2 = 0.02 .:riJ.2, 

= 109 W m-1K-=1) are soldered end to en~ 
as shown in Fig. 11.16. The free ends of 
the iron bar and brass bar are m~'ntained 
at 373 Kand 273 K respectively. Ob · 
expre ons for and hence comp 1 the 
te erature of the junction_ of the bars, 

i) the equivalent the,rmal ,con divity of ... 
the compound bar, and I) the heat 
current through the ound b~. 

Answer 

T, =273K 

Iron 

Fig 11 .16 

1:1v~,~'. 
L•0.l m, A, =~=A= ~ i 

01ven, L, • ~• _1 K-', K2 • l 09 W ni~1 ~i 

K, • 79 W U:S T. • 273 K. · 
T • 373 K, an dy 2 state condition, the h 1 

under stea gh tron bar is equai ·to ~l 
current (H,) th(iI.0) ~ough brass bar. \ 
heat current 2 . 

So, H = H, = H2 . 
K,A1 T, -T,Q_ K2A,;,(To -T2) •· 

= - L, L2 
.4 - A and L = -½ = L, this-eqUatt. 

For A = • "2 - 1 · l • . 
leads to (T. _ T.) - --, . 
Ki (T1-thTJj~~t1o~ te~perature T0 of the\,. 
Thus e . t '' 
bars is 

(K~ fi + K2 T2) 
To= (K1 +.f½) 
Using this equation, the heat current H 
either bar is 

K
1
A 1; -T0 _ K2A(T0 - ·T2) 

H= L - L 
.. 

( 
K1 K2 ) A 'I; - To = A ½ - T2 • 

Ki+ K2 L L (~ + _!.__) ., 
. K1 K2 

Using these equations, the heat current·E 
through th~ compound bar oflength L1 + 1i=2 
and the equivalent thermal conductivity it, 1 

the compound qar are given by ~-

K A ('I; -T2) H=--~--=H ,, 
2L 

(79Wm-1K-1
) (373K) +(109Wm-1K-1) (273K 

79Wm-1K-1 + 109 wm-1K-1 

=315 K 

(ii) K' =· 2Kl K2 
K1 + K2 

_ 2x(79Wm-1 K-1) x(l09wm-1K-1) 

- 79Wm-1 K-1 +109 wm-1 K-1 -

= 91.6 W m-1 K-1 
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H'r::H 
(Uil 

K' A ('1; - T2) 

2L 

6 W lI1 -'I{ -1 )x (0.02 of ) x (373 K-273 K) (91 , 
• .:...---- 2x 0.1 m 

= 916.l W 

9 2 convection 11, . 
ectton ts a mode of heat transfer by actual 

Co~:n of matter. n Is ossible only in fluids. 
mo c on can e natura or ore onve 
onvectton, gravt a s an important part, 

c u s ea e om e ow, 
expands and, therefore, becomes less dense. 
aecause of buoyancy, it rises and the upper 
colder part replaces it. This agatn gets heated, 
rtses up and ts replaced by the colder part of 
the fluid, The process goes on. This mode of 
heat transfer is evidently different from 
conduction. Convection involves bulk transport 
of different parts of the fluid. In forced 

nvectton rial is fore p 
or some other physical means. The common 
eXaillpies of forced convectt'on systems are 
forced-air heating systems in home, the human 
circulatory system, and the cooling system of 
an automobile engine. In the human bod the 
heart acts as the u · a circ 1 ood . 

ou erent parts o the body, transfeojng 
heat hy forced convection and maintaining it_at 
a uniform temperature,;,, 

Natural convection is responsible for many 
familfar phenomena. During the day, the ground 
heats up more quickly than large bodies of water 

Land warmer than water 

280 

do. Thta occurs both because the water baa a 
greater speclflc heat and because mixing 
ffirrents disperse the absorbed heat fhrou@QM,t 

e reat volume of water. The air tn contact 
Wit e warm groun ts eated ~ nducffim, 
It expands , becoming less dense mrm~ 
surrounding cooler atr. As a result, the warm 
air rises (air currents) and other atr moves 
(Winds) to fill the space-creating a sea breeze 
near a large body of water. Cooler air descends, 
and a thermal convection cycle ta set up, which 
transfers heat away from the land. At night, 
the ground loses its heat more quickly, and the 
water surface is warmer than the land. As a 
result, the cycle is reveresed (Fig. 11.17). 

The other example of natural conyecUan.J~ 
.. the "'steady surface wtod an ibe eartb hJoPdng 
in from north-east towards the eguatot the so 
c~ led trade wtnd. A resonable explanation ts 
as follows : the equatorial and polar regions of 
the earth receive unequal solar heat. Air at the 
earth's surface near the equator is hot while 
the air in the upper atmosphere of the poles is 
cool. In the absence of any other factor, a 
convection current would be set up, with the 
air at the equatorial surface rising and moving 
out towards the 'poles, descending and 
streaming In towards the eguator. The rotation 
of the earth, however, modifies this convection 
curr s , air e e uator 
has 1600 km/ , bile it 
is z 
d§"""s.;.;;e..;;,n_d;.;;.s .;.;n_o_t_a_t_th_e ... poles but at ON o 
latitude and returns to the equator. This is 
called trade wind. 

NIGi-IT 
\ 

Water warmer than land 

• l l 17 Convection cycles. Fig. . 
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'fhe outer wall s~1.. 
: Do ti of the bottle, g radiation. The ap ., 

conte:. back anY tnco~evacuted to red~ ' j 11.8.3 Radiation 

'Conctuctton and convect des 
ma as ·a sport medium. These mo 
ohieat transfer cannot opefat@"between bod~s 
separated by a distance in vacuum. But e 
earth does receive heat from the sun across .a 
huge distance and we quickly feel the warmth 
of the fire nearby even though air conducts 
poorly and before convection can set in, The 
third mechanism for heat transfer needs !}0 

n;iedium; It ls called radiation and the energy 
so~atcd by electromagnetic waves ts called 
radiant energy. In an electromagnetic wave 
electric and roa@eftc fteJds a3cmate 1n space 
and time. Like any wave, electromagnetic waves 
can have different wavelengths and ·can trayel 
in vacuum with the same speed, namely the 
speed of light i.e., 3 x 108m s-1 • You will learn 
these matters in more details-later,'but you-now 
know why heat transfer by radiation does not 
need any medium and why it is so fast. This is 
how heat is transfered to the earth from the 
sun through ~mpty space. All bodies emit 
9dfant energy. whether they are 'solid, liquid 
or &ases;_ The _electro~agne~c radlatioh cit.dtl'eJ 
by bodf by virtue of its temperature like the 
radiation by a red hot iron or light from a 
fllanient -~P is caµeq th~rmal radiation. 

When ·this thermal radiation falls on other 
~@s, It ls partly reflected and eart1v absorbe°a. 
'eamormt of heat that a bod~r C?P absoF& lJy 
radiation depends on the colour of the body. 

We find that black bodies absorb and . emit 
radiant e~ergy 6effer than bodies of lighter 
co'iffinas. · ibis fact finds many applications in 
our aaily life. We wear white· or light coloured 
clothes in summer so that they absorb the least 
heat from .the sun. However, during winter, we 
use dark coloured clothes which absorb heat 
from the sun and keep our body warm. The 
bottoms of the utensils for cooking food are 
blackened so that they absorb maximum heat 
from the ~e· and give· it to the vegetables to be 
cooked. 

Similarly, a Dewar flask or thermos bottle is 
a device to minimise ·heat trarisfer between the 
contents of the bottle and outside. It consists 
of a double-walled glass vessel with the inner 
and outer walls coated with silver. Radiation 
from the inner wall is. reflected back into the . 

reOec the walls losses and then ... e I b tween d nvectton k ~\ e ductton an co 1nsu1ator ll e cork. . I 
con upported on an useful for preventtng hot I 
:~ce ts, therefor~ikJ from getting cold, or ! 

ntents (Uke m cold contents (like ice). 
co uvely to store atterna 

, LAW OF COOLING 
NEWTONS 

11.10 t ater or milk when left on i 
We a11 kiioW that ho gradually. Ultimately~ 
a table be~s t~ ~~~ure of the surrounding., 
attains the te:P: given bbdy can cool Oil 
To study ho with its surroundings, let 1-

h ,rfng heat exc an~- ll w1ng activity. 1 , 

perform the fo o ter say 300 ml. in ·a 
Take some w: sttrrer. and cover it 'With 

calorimeter with thermometer through a 
two holed lid. ~iX ~ake sure that the balb or 
hole in the lid and ed in the water. Note 
thermometer i~:::::;!iometer. This reading 
the reading of f the surroundings 1 

T is the temperature O • · , 
H1eat the water kept in the calorimeter till It 

40 °c above room attains a temperature, say, f 
temperature (i.e., temperature o the 
surroundings). Then stop heating the water -~ 
by removing the heat source. Start the sto, 
watch _and n'ote _the re_ading 
thermometer after fixed interval of time? ~y . 
after every one minute of stirring gently wltli1, 
the stirrer. Continue to note the temperat~ 
(T2) of water till it attains a temperature about 
5 °C above that of the surroundings. Then plot, 
a graph by ta~ng each value of temperature 
L1 T = T2 - T1 along y axis and the corespondirig 
value of t along x-axis (Fig. 11.18). 

Time (minute) 

Fig. 11.1 8 Curve showing cooling of hot water 
with time. 
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graph you will infer hO\Ji the COo=!1ng~ --~. ---=--==-• --===---------~ e depends on the difference of lta 
ter rrom that of the surroundings. You oc ~~~~~llli!J~W!Stma~~ 

dee that lnitlall the rate of cooling 
n~d decreases as e tempera of 

appl'O>lbnatlo .,. tit heat from a 
.• •• ..,:..iiJUlo:1~ ""~~actfVlty shows that a hot body i.,... l'lldlator lo a room, tho Joea of heat through the 

8urroundlng• In the ronn or heat ::1 i:,~~· or the cooling of a cup of tea on be&t to its 11te rate of loss of heat depends on 
dlation• e in temperature between ifie Obdy 
:~ndlngs. Newton was the ,il'&t to 
ancfl~uc m~ner, the te~t!?n 
stu~~the-heat lost by a body 1n a gtveri 
1,etweell and tts tem~~ra~. _ ... . • . 
encl~~, to Newtons law of cooling, the rate -
~eat, - dQ/dt of the body ts directly 

of toss onaI to the difference of temperature 
proPorti_'l) of the body and the surroundings. 
AT =-(fs h~lds ood onl for small difference of 
1be law ture Also, the loss of heat by radiatton 
tem~ ~n the nature_ of the surface of the 

the area of the exposed •urlace, We - · 
write 

can-ir-----:~-, . . --- ~-c¥=k(T2 - T1 l l Ul.15) 

~-! k½ a ..,.mJ.,coµstant depending upon area and nature of the Surface of the body. :e l)O$C a body of mass m and specific heat 
up city s ts at temperature T

2
• ~t T

1 
be the' 

~paperature of the surr((>Undings. If the 
temperature falls by a small amount dT

2 
in time· · 

d~ then tlie amount of heat lost ls · · · -· · 
dQ= msdT2 

:.Rate of loss of heat is given by 

_dQ =ms-dT._2 
dt . dt (11-.16) 

From Eqs. (11.15) and (11.16) we have 
dT. . 

-ms-1=k(T2 -7;) 
dt 

dT
2 

=-~dt=-Kdt (11.17) T2-l; ms 
where K = k/m s 
On integrattng, 

. loge (T2 - Tl) = - K t + 'c (11.18) 
or T2= T1 + C' e-Kt; where C' = ec (11.19) 

Equation ( 11.19) enables you to calculate the 
time of cooling of a body through a particular 
range of temperature. 

(a) . . t 
(b} 

Fig. 11 .19 Vertficatwn_ of Newton's Law of cooling. 

Newton's law of ~ooling be' vertfled wtth · 
the help of tlie experimental set-up, ~hown in 
Fig. ll.19(a). The set-tip co~sists of~ double 
Walled vessel M containing water in -~tween· 
the two walls. A copper calorimeter (C) 
containing hot water-is placed inslde the·doubl~. · 
walled vesset ·1wo-:-fliennometers throtiglf·the 
corks are used to note the teinpeiatures ·T

2 
of 

water in calorimeter and T
1
' of-hot_:wat~r ~ ·· 

between the ·double walls respecttv:ely. 
Temperature of hot water in the calonmeter is. 
noted ~er equal intervals_ of tlme. A graph is · 
plotted betwee~ loge (~l) and tun~ (t}.-The 
nature of the graph is o sexved to be a_ straight-
line having a negative slope as . shown Fig. 
ll.19(b). This is in S\:1pport ofEq. (11.18). 

.1.*xa,,1,.Ae L l.C A pan filled .With hot food 
cools from 94 "C to 86 °C in minutes when 
the rooni temperature is at 20 °C. How long 
'\vill it take to cool from 7 1 °C to 69 °C? 

Answer The average temperature of 94 °C and 
86 °C is 90 °C, which is 70 °C abo~ the room 
temperature. Under these conditions the pan 
cools 8 °C in 2 minutes. 

Using Eq. (11.17), w~ have 

Change in temperature K T 
Time 
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When we dtvtde above two equattoh. l'le aoe .. 
2 -•i((70°C) mtn have '\ 

8 C/2 min K (70 C) 
ts ~:;~e of 69 °C and 71 °C fa 70 °C, which 
for tht a ve room temperature. K fa the same 

8 situation as for the ongtnal. 

2 C/ttme • K (50 C) 

· Ttme • o.7 min 
2°C Time° •K(50°C) • 42 s 

I ,. 

sUMMARY 
1 · Heat is a form of energy that flow& between .a body and its ~urroundin' :ed= by 

Virtue of temperature difference between them. '!be degree of hotne!s O .e . Y ts I 
quantitatively represented by temperature. . , · 

2 · A temperature-measurtng device (thermometer) makes.use of.some measurable property 
(called thermometric property) that changes with temperature. Diffete~t thermometers 
lead to different temperature scales. To construct a ~emperature scale, two fixed points 
are chosen and assigned some arbitraiy values ·9f temperat.w.:e: 'lb~ two numbers 
the orfgtn of the scal.e and the size of its unit. , \ · · 

3 · The Celsius temperatilre (tJ and the Farenheit temperare (~are related by 

t, = (9/5) t"c :+ 32 
4 · The ideal gas equation connecting press~re (P), .volume (V) and absolute t~mperature 

(nis: .·, _. - -. . ; . • . 

PV~µRT . 
where µ is the number of moles and R is ~e. universal gas constant. 
1n· the absolute temperature scale, the zero of.the·~lile is the absolute zero.of temperature 
- the temperature where every substance 1il · nature has the least possible molecular 
activity. The KeMn absolute temperatq.re scale (-i:') has the same unit size as the Celsius 
scale (~ ), but differs 1n the ortgtn: 

Tc = T- 2·73.15 

6 . The coefficient of llilear expansion (Pi) and volume expansion ("' ) are defined by the 
relations : . : ·-

Al . 
- · =.a.AT . l .-·1 

AV -. -= avAT ·v . 
. I 

,, where .1.l and AV denote. the change in length land volume Vfor a change of temperature . 
~AT. The relation between them ts: · f ,_: ·. ,· . 

·,1. 11ie s~cific heat capacity of a substance ts defined by 
·. t : 

S=]_ AQ 
mAT 



. !frll•> OF MAITEH rRor& 
1t1£F~ A 

- whetC' m 11 the mw of the 1ub1tance and AQ. la the heat ,_. .. __. to chan,e tu 
teJ!lperature by AT, 1be molar lpeclftc heat capactty of• llubl~; defined by 

' 14Q C•--
µ 4T 

where µ 11 the number of molea of the iubitance, 
'J1]e Jatent heat of fuilon (L,I 11 the heat per Unit required to change a 1ubetance 

8, ft'OP1 10Ud Into liquid at the temperature and pre11ure. The latent heat of 
yaparfsatlon (L) 1• the heat per untt mu, required to change a 1ub1tance from liquid 
to the 'V8pour 1tate without change In the temperature and 
'J1]e three modes of heat transfer are conduction, convection and radtaUon. 

9. 
Ill conduction, heat la transferred between nelghbourtng parte of a body through 

JO, otecular coll1alona, without any flow of matter. For a bar of length Land uniform 
section A with lta ends maintained at temperature, T0 and T 00 the rate of t1oW' of 

beat His: · 

T -T 
H=KACLD 

'Where K is the thermal conductivity of th~ material of the bar. 

NeWt<>n's Law of Cooling says that the rate of cooling of a body is proportional to the 
11• ~ss temperatur~ of the body ov~r the surr!Jundfugs : . . • · 

·, 

dQ =-k(T2 -Ti} .. . . . . -
wi{,;tT is .the_ temperature of the surrounding medium ·and TII is the te~ pera~e ff. . 

- 1 . ·1. • ... 

thtfbody. -A· ._,,: · -.::.~ · -"~ _ . '..le - · : . • 

29:l = 

'.) 

! j 
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icnm,·nl /' . , , . r,1,1us temp< ' arr very rlosc lo, Ju l nM rx,1c11y '\ 
arul lht' '''.',- lhh l'iwlcr. 1111· I al111 prcss11rrl ,' C Isl,;,, scnlr. lhese la11cr n,,o r°'"·,, 
dwlrd. 

11

\' f ,nh•r ibolh "
1 

'1, ihc orlgion e IV lhe triple point or tvaie,, '.
01

111., 
hnilhl~ po~• l~O C r,•spre lll'el)'c ~v choice). bu[ 110 unique temperature. ,, II. to O C ,111 C ·u1d 100 . use it has a e

re l'.X.1C'll_r at O_ I' 11,·cd JJol nl. bcca . ssurc and temperature throu r.rh 
\( . IOI' I IC " me pr C ' ' o, I 
prrfrrred ehoicc ,, our has lhe sa . . in I Irr i r 111nlar ,·r I,,. , • Ii. r . rl,,n,,, ." \!'quid 111 equlllbrlum wlll11 '. p rquilibrlum chflrr • in cq" ii , ,, i" 111. 
, i I l\\'o pl!.i c;r~ 111 I r of phnsr~ 
lire sys I cm: I H' "'' I rm 11·11 1 r "m· m, m Je hcl ween l ivo sys I ems or lwo Pal[ , 
Thrs i< ,n,r for ., . . ' ,-cs lemperalure dif/erenc~ot involve 1tcrnperature dJ!Tcrcn~ I re

al transfer always 111 \_0) transfer [hat does ' I ~- ' Any energy '. . ftlre same srslem. . 

o : not heat. . d to unequal temperatures of ils in some way is . fl uid . uc , b t 
. n r mailer wil/un a h at by conducUon e ween lhe -L Convection involvcls odw o der a running tap loses -~ in water 

parts. A hot bar p ace un d not by convecUon WI ;, surface of the bar and water an . 

EXERCISES 

24 57 Kand 216.55 K respectively. Th pie points of neon and carbon ~°1de = Fahrenheit scales. . I 
ress these temperatures on the Ce s us lln d to be 200 A and 

T\Vo solute scales A and B have triple points of water de e 
B. What is .the relation between TA and Ta ? 

The e!ectr1ca1 resistance in ohms of a Certain thermometer varies With temperature according to the approximate law : 
.I R=l\,(l+a(T-T

0
JI 

/ ec The resistance ts 101.6 llat the trtple-point of water 273:16 K, and 165.5 Oat the 
r,.-- O norm melting point oflead (600.5 K). What ts the lemJ>erature when the resistance · ~-i;J 1s 3.4 .Q ? 

;,~ 4 An~ e foDOWlng : 

1 ..,,,,)"( The trtpl •point of water ls a standard fixed point in mOdern thennomet,y. 
'¥\ Why at ls Wrong in laking the melting point of tee and the bolling point 

, 

1

65-. r :-1 o ( ,( ater as standard fixed points (as was Orlglna]Jy done in the Celsius scale) ? 

_ There were two fixed points in the orlginal Celsius •Cale as menttoned above 
t 6, · > - I which were assigned the number O 'C and 100 'C respecttvety. On the absolute 

I
O 1

, ( • Oa\\ • ,13sca1e, one of the fixed points ls the trtple-po1nt of water, Whlch on the Kelvin 
---:--- abso le scale ls asstgned the number 273, 16 K. What ts the other fuced P<>int 6 -in> -; is {Kelvtn} scale ? 

The absolute temperature (Kelvtn SCale) T ls related to the lemPerat11re , the Celsius scale by . . "on 
= T-273.15 

g 
:. -

6cro-T 

z do we have 273.15 in thts relation, and not 273,16? 

What ls the temperature of the trtple-polnt of water on an absolute 
whose unlt interval size ls equal to that of the Fahrenheit SCa!e ? "<ale 



_ A'( p~OPl,;,!~J JFS OF ~II\ l'l 1; p 
·1·~1, ~• . ' •n 11: ..,, , . . 

TWO Ideal gas therm 
following obaeivaUon:metera A and a u nrc made: •e oxygen and hydrogen reapecuvely, '11le 

TelDJterature 
Preaaure 
thermometer A Pneeme 

thermometer B 
Trtple-polnt of water 
Normal melting point 1.

2eo )( 10
11 

Pa 0.200 )( l<>° Pa 
hur 1.797 )( 10" Pa 0.287 ')( 1011 Pa 

ls the absolute t ermomet emperature of ers A and B ? normal melting potnt of sulphur u read 
What do you think . 
thermomflte A Is the reason beht d roced ., rs and B ? ('Th th n the slight difference In answers of fwo ure ts needed in the e ermometers are not faulty). What further 

readings ? experiment to reduce the discrepancy between the 

A steel tape lm long ts 
length of a steel rod mea:~:~tly calibrated for a temperature of 27 .0 °C. The 
when the tempera.ture ts 45_0 ocby this tape ts found to be 63.0 cm on a bot day 
day: at ls the length of th · What ts the actual length of the steel rod on that 

.0 °C? Coefficient oflln e same steel rod on a day when the temperature ts 
ear expansion of steel= 1.20 x 10-6 K"1 . 

A large steel wheel ts to be flt · outer-diameter of the shaft: is t:d
7 
on to a shaft of the same material. At 27 °C, the 

wheel is 8.69 cm. The shaft · O cm and the diameter of the central hole 1n the 
shaft d es the wheel sll i~ cooled using 'dry tee'. At what temperature of the 

teel to be constan p on e shaft? Assume coefft~t of linear eJq>anston of 
C\teei = 1.20 x 10-s K-1. t over the required temperature range : 

A hole is drilled in a copper sheet. The diameter of the hole is 4.24 cm at 27 .0 °C. 
Wh t is the change in the diameter of the hole when the sheet is heated to 227 °C? 

oefftcient of linear expansion of copper = 1. 70 x 1 o-s K" 1. 

A brass wire 1.8 m long at 27 °C is held taut with little tension between two rigid , 
suppo s. If the wire is cooled to a temperature of -39 °c, what is the tension 
de oped in the wire, if its diameter is 2.0 mm ? Co-efficient of linear expansion 

brass = 2.0 x 10-5 K"1; Young's modulus _of brass = 0:91 x 10
11 

Pa. 
A brass rod of length 50 cm and diameter 3.0 mm is joined to a steel rod of the 
same length and diameter. What is the change in length of the combined rod at 
250 °C, if the original lengths are at 40.0 °C? Is there a 'thermal stress' developed 
at the Junction ? The ends of the rod are free to expand (Co-efficient of linear 

ansion of brass= 2.0 x 10-5 K"1
, steel= 1.2 x 10-

5 
K"

1 
). ,_ 

5 1 . fra al 
The co cient of volume expansion of glycerin is 49 x 10- K" . What is the ctto~ 
c ge in its density for a 30 °C rise in temperature ? _ · 
A Jo kW cJrilllng machine Is used to drill a bore In a Small aluminium block of mass 
8 o kg How much Is the rise in temperature of the block in 2.5 m1nutes, assumlnl! 

50
. 01. of power Is used up in heating the machine Itself or lost t~f surroundlngS• 

1.1, -1 K-1 1,. "L · 31'-fft 

eciflc heat of aluminium= 0 ,91 Jg · :l . 2 .E\1 ~-,~~f 500 oc 
2 5 kg i heated in a furnace to a t rope a e , 

A copper block of mass . s t is the maximum amount of ice that 
and then placed on a large ice block. wg-;9 J g-1 K"l. heat of fusion of water 
c elt? (Specific heat of copper = · ' 

335 J g-1 ) · tal O 2o_ kg block of the metal at 
iflc heat of a me , a · t,aining 

In an experiment ?n the spec eter (of water equivalent 0.025 kg) con 
I 50 'C Is dropped m a c~ppe~~= tem\,erature Is 40 'C. Compute 

th
e •P~ c 

150 cm3 of water at 27 C. . - . ~~-/, \SO JJ:---
1 c,ret ( J( 



-----::~ ;;;~§fJ:ll-fy~,~ not negligible, ts Your 
dtng• are beat of the metal ? 2()G urroun pecific 

- 9 to the I a1ue for I temperature of so:rne heat losse ctual v at room . t of the metal, If aller than the a peclflc heats 
answer greater or am s on molar s (r. J 

b rvauon beat ..,. . " Otvrn below are o ae .. lat 1p1oill~J 
common gases. ,.o 1-1 JC' 

(oal 1110 
OU 4,87 

4,97 Hydrogen 2 
5,0 Nitrogen 
4,99 O,cygen 

Nltrtc oxide S,0l 
I---.... Carbon monoxide 6, 17 
' " · arkedly dlff erent from Chlorine 5 are m t nit: 

of these gase heat of a mona o is 
The measured molar speclfl~:~y. molar sp~:~ou tnfer from the somewba~ , 
those for monatomtc gase~s difference, What 
2.92 cal/mol K. Explain fi chlorine ? diagram of carbon dioxtde: larger (than the rest) value or the P-T phase h 

ti ns based on id and vapour p ases of 11.16 Answer the following ques O can the solid, Uqu 
(aJ At what temperature and pressure 

co c·o-extst 1n equilibrium ? the fusion and boiling point of 
2 of pressure on (b) What ts the effect of decrease . 

co ? · re for CO2 ? What is their 2 and pressu (c) What are the critical temperature 

stgntflcance ? d 1 atm (b) -60 °C under 10 atm, 
(d) Is CO2 solid, liquid or gas at (a) -70 oc un er - ' . ""- , ' 

(c) 15 oc under 56 atm? on the P-Tphase diagram of CO2: 
11.17 Answer the following questions based 60 oc is compressed isothermally. 

(a) CO2 at 1 atm pressure and temperatu:e -
Does it go through a liquid phase ? 

h Co t 4 atm •pressure is cooled from room temperature (b) What happens w en 2 a . 
at constant pressure ? 

(c) Describe qualitatively the changes tn a given mass of solid CO2 at ~O_ atm 
pressure and temperature -65 °C as it is heated up to room temperature ,at 

nstant pressure. 

CO2 is heated to a temperature 70 °C and compressed isothermally. What 
. changes in its properties do you expect to observe ? 

A child running a temperature of 101 °Fis given an antipyrin (i.e. a medicine that 
lowers fever) which causes an increase in.the rate of evaporation of sweat from his . I 

body. If the fever is brought down to 98 °F in 20 min, what is the average rate of 
extra evaporation caused, by the drug. Assume the evaporation mechanism to be 
the nly -way by which heat ts lost. The mass of the child is 30 kg. The specific 

of human body ts approximately the same as that of water, and latent heat of 
oration of water at that temperature is about 580 cal g-1• 

11<19 A 'thermacole' Icebox 18 a cheap and efficient method for storing small quantities 
/ · - - of cooked food 1n summer 1n Particular. A cubtcaI Icebox of side 30 cm has a 

thickn ss of 5.0 cm. If 4.0 kg of ice is put in th b · 
rem g after 6 h The outsid t e ox, estimate the amount of ice 

· e emperature is 45 °c and ffi f th al c ductivityofthermacole ts 0,0l J 8_1 _1 _
1 

, co-e cient o erm 
tg-1) m K · [Heat offuston of water= 335 x 103 

A brass boiler has a base area of o. 15 m2 and 
rate of 6.0 kg/mtn when placed on a gas t thickness 1.0 cm. It boils water at the 

• . . , : • !' · 
8 

ove. ESttmate the temperature of the part 
I 

. -- 6 ... ; 
I 
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of the flame in contact With the boiler. Thermal conductivity of brass .. 109 J s-1 m-1 

297 

A -1; Heat. of vaporisation of water• 2256 >< 101 J 1qr1. 
Exp.Jain why : 

~ /a body wtth large reflectlvity ts a poor emitter 
brass tumbler feels much colder than a wooden tray on a chilly day 

an optical pyrometer (for measurtng high temperatures) calibrated for an ideal 
black body radiation gives too low a value for the temperature of a red hot 
tron piece in the open, but gives a correct value for the temperature when the 
same piece ls in the furnace 

,./ the earth without its atmosphere would be inhospitably cold 
...?.! / heating systems based on circulation of steam are more efficient in warming 

a building than those based on circulation of hot water 

J 

A body cools from 80 °C to 50 °C 1n 5 minutes. Calculate the ttme it takes to cool 
from 60 °C to 30 °C. The temperature of the surroundings is 20 °C . 

.J I r " 


